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Abstract: Three-dimensional block models are the most widely used tool for the study and evaluation
of ore deposits, the calculation and design of economical pits, mine production planning, and physical
and numerical simulations of ore deposits. The way these algorithms and computational techniques
are programmed is usually through complex C++, C# or Python libraries. Database programming
languages such as SQL (Structured Query Language) have traditionally been restricted to drillhole
sample data operation. However, major advances in the management and processing of large
databases have opened up the possibility of changing the way in which block model calculations
are related to the database. Thanks to programming languages designed to manage databases, such
as SQL, the traditional recursive traversal of database records is replaced by a system of database
queries. In this way, with a simple SQL, numerous lines of code are eliminated from the different
loops, thus achieving a greater calculation speed. In this paper, a floating cone optimization algorithm
is adapted to SQL, describing how economical cones can be generated, related and calculated, all in a
simple way and with few lines of code. Finally, to test this methodology, a case study is developed
and shown.

Keywords: SQL; mineral deposit; optimization; floating cone; mining; deposit modelization

1. Introduction

Most of the algorithms used in the study and evaluation of ore deposits [1–3], in the
calculation and design of economical pits [4,5], in mine production planning [6] and in phys-
ical and numerical simulations of ore deposits [7–10] work with three-dimensional block
models. A three-dimensional block model is a database in which each record represents a
terrain block, i.e., a discrete rock element where the fields define its location (in an X, Y, Z
coordinate system) and properties (density, lithology, ore grade, etc.). The information used
to calculate the three-dimensional block model is obtained from the drillhole database. The
different properties of the blocks can be estimated using various methods, such as nearest
neighbor search, inverse distance weighting and geostatistical methods (simple kriging,
ordinary kriging, cokriging or stochastic simulations).

In recent years, the computation of economical pits has undergone an important evolu-
tion to obtain better results and faster computational speeds. However, these improvements
have traditionally been associated with the way in which the problem is attacked, either
by means of the floating cone algorithm [11,12] and its corrections [13–16], the Korobov
algorithm [17] and its corrected form [18], the Lerchs–Grossmann algorithm based on graph
theory [19], pseudoflow [20], dynamic programming [21–23] or the genetic algorithm [24],
rather than in the implementation of these techniques. It is important to note that the
calculation times in economical pit design processes depend not only on the approach to
the problem itself, but also on other factors regarding how the pit calculation method is
implemented or the number of blocks that make up the block model.

The most commonly used programming languages for implementing three-dimensional
block model computation techniques are usually through complex C++ [25], C# [26] or
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Python [27] libraries. It is important to note that commercial software works as a black box,
preventing the user from knowing how the calculation methods are implemented. How-
ever, great advances in the management and processing of large databases have opened up
the possibility of changing the way in which calculations with block models are related to
the database. In 2013, the first open-pit optimization through a database was presented [28].
In that approach, an adaptation of the Lerchs–Grossmann algorithm was used.

Throughout this paper, we will show how to generate numerous open pits, relate them
and calculate whether they are economical using structured query language (SQL). This
new approach replaces the recursive path of traditional programming with a system of
database queries. The aim is to reduce both the number of lines and the calculation time.
To explain this methodology, the floating cone IV algorithm [16] will be used. It is a more
complex floating cone algorithm and, as will be demonstrated, is able to take full advantage
of the SQL JOIN clauses described below.

SQL is a domain-specific language designed to manage and retrieve information from
relational database management systems. SQL is a declarative language, that is, you only
have to tell the database system what you want to obtain, and the system will decide how
to obtain it [29]. One of its main characteristics is the use of algebra and relational calculus
to perform queries in order to retrieve, in a simple way, the information from the database,
as well as to make changes in them. It is a database access language that exploits the
flexibility and power of relational systems, thus allowing a wide variety of operations.

A relational database is a type of database that complies with the relational model [30],
that is, it organizes data in one or more tables. Generally, each table represents an “entity
type” (e.g., the block model or the set of economical cones that form the ultimate pit limit).
The tables are composed of tuples (rows) that represent instances of that entity type (each
of the blocks that make up the model). Each tuple (row) has a set of attributes for that
instance (column names, also known as fields), for example, the lithology or ore grade of
each block. Each tuple (row) is uniquely identified by an attribute called a primary key.
Two tables can be related by a foreign key.

The main characteristic of the relational database is that it avoids the duplication of
records, and at the same time, guarantees referential integrity; that is, if one of the records
is deleted, the integrity of the remaining records will not be affected. In addition, thanks
to the keys, the information can be easily accessed and retrieved at any time. SQL makes
it possible to perform an endless number of queries to the database (join, delete, creation
of new tables, calculation, etc.), which will be the basis on which the calculation method
herein explained is founded.

Among all the relational database management systems (RDBMS) that use SQL to
administer, define, manage and manipulate information (Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server,
MySQL, SQLite), one of the most used and best cataloged today is PostgreSQL, as it is
open source and has great stability, power, robustness, and ease of administration and
implementation. Additionally, it uses a client/server system with threads for the correct
processing of queries to the database [31,32].

2. Methodology for Applying SQL to a Three-Dimensional Block Model

The following section will describe the fundamental steps followed in implementing a
floating cone algorithm using SQL. To be able to use the SQL database query language, and
after much testing and improvement, the process has been divided into two parts:

1. Gain an understanding of SQL in depth along with the different clauses that allow the
generation of an open pit, relate them and calculate if they are economical. This point
is dealt with in Section 2.1.

2. Generate in PostgreSQL the tables to perform the necessary calculations and queries.
This point is of great importance since the calculation times that are ultimately obtained
will largely be dependent on it. This point is described in detail in Section 2.2.
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Although this methodology is applied throughout this paper to a floating-cone-style
algorithm, it could also be applied to many other algorithms whose objective is to search a
database for records that meet certain conditions.

2.1. SQL JOINS

Before explaining the different tables generated to implement the floating cone algo-
rithm, it is important to understand the SQL JOIN clause in detail. The SQL JOIN clause is
one of the most powerful and interesting tools that SQL presents and is the fundamental
basis on which the implementation explained throughout this paper is based. SQL JOIN
clauses are used to combine rows from two or more tables based on a common field between
them, thus returning data from different tables. For algorithms working with 3D block
models, it is a quick way to relate blocks and cones (Figure 1). This point will be expanded
as the implementation of the algorithm for the ultimate pit limit calculation is explained.
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Although SQL JOIN clauses are divided into different types, they all work in a similar
way. The SQL JOIN works with two selections, one of the selections called A or LEFT and
the other B or RIGHT, which are joined with a logical condition. The ones that fulfill the
union are common to both selections. On the other hand, there will be a part of selection
A that does not fulfill the condition, and a part of selection B that does not fulfill it either.
These three parts into which the union is divided can be selected in various ways using
INNER, LEFT or RIGHT JOIN sentences, as can be seen in Figure 1 in which two cones (A
and B) that share blocks are represented.

2.2. Generation of the Tables

When generating tables, it is important to consider that they can have tens of millions
of tuples (rows), and a simple query to the database that relates several tables and has
several selection conditions can take a long time to process, hence the importance of
choosing a table structure that meets the following conditions:

1. Tables with the minimum number of attributes are to be as simple and small as possible.
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2. Delete tuples from tables when they are no longer needed, thus also reducing the size
of the tables.

The initial block model used for the calculation of economical pits will consist of a
database managed by any database management system (DBMS). It will contain at least
three attributes: a unique indicator or id for each block, and the weight and grade of the
element to be evaluated. It is also necessary to know beforehand the size of the block in
its three dimensions (sizeX, sizeY, sizeZ). From this initial database and with the different
calculation parameters (recovery, sale price, slope angle, etc.), as well as considering the
above conditions, three tables will be generated in PostgreSQL, which will be used in the
calculation process: blks, blks2 and cones.

2.2.1. Blks Table

The blks table (Figure 2) will contain all the blocks to be entered into the calculation of
the optimal pit. Table 1 shows in detail the different attributes that make up the blks table.
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Table 1. Parameters and variables of the blks table depicted in Figure 2.

Symbol Description

id

Unique identifier of each block that is generated incrementally when
adding the blocks for calculation to the blks table. The blocks must be
ordered from higher z to lower z, as we will use this id to order them and
identify them in position. The lower id values correspond to those that are
higher in z and the higher ones to those of a lower position

idblk Id of the block of the original block model, to be used at the end of the
calculation to put the results obtained in the original table

idx Coordinates of the center of the block on the x-axis

idy Coordinates of the center of the block on the y-axis

idz Coordinates of the center of the block on the z-axis

rec Percentage by weight of metal or ore recovered in the processing plant

G
Average concentration of the chemical element of interest in the reservoir
in the block. Usually expressed as a percentage, or as grams per tonne (g/t)
(equivalent to parts per million, ppm) or ounces per tonne (oz/t)

metal The metal or chemical element content of interest in the block. Calculated
by multiplying the weight of the block by the grade
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbol Description

Co

Mining cost of ore: drilling, blasting, loading and transportation, and grade
control; this cost is usually given on a per tonne or per cubic meter basis. It
tends to be slightly higher than waste rock due to grade control costs, and
the height of the mining benches is generally smaller. The cost is generally
calculated per tonne or per cubic meter

Cw
Mining cost of waste rock: drilling, blasting, loading, hauling and
dumping of material at the waste dump; the cost is generally calculated per
tonne or per cubic meter

Cp
Ore processing cost: crushing, milling, processing, handling of
concentrates, and administrative costs and other costs. This cost is usually
calculated per tonne of ore processed

Vb Represents the value of each of the blocks. It is important to note that the
value of each block should be calculated assuming that the block is
uncovered; i.e., the cost required to access the block should not be
considered in the total costs [33]. Equation (1) is used to perform the
valuation for each block

ore Indicates which blocks are considered to be minerals

pout
Field indicating whether a block is outside the calculation already or not;
i.e., if that block is inside an economical cone, its initial value will be = 0 (it
is not inside the economical pit) or = 1 (it is inside the economical pit)

pit Value of the selling price calculated in the optimization process

T Tonnes of the block

Ps Final selling price of the metal or ore. It is equal to the market price minus
the costs of transport, freight, fines, smelting and royalties

The value of the block Vb shown in Figure 2 and Table 1 is calculated via the
following equation:

Vb =

{
T·(G·rec·Ps − Co − Cp) , i f G ≥ Co + Cp−Cw

Ps·rec
T·(−Cw) , f or the rest

(1)

2.2.2. Blks2 Table

The second table generated is called blks2 (Figure 3). Initially, it will have the same
tuples as the blks table, but will only contain the attributes strictly necessary to calculate
the economical cones, i.e., the attributes idx, idy, idz and the value of block Vb. This table
is related to the blks table by the “id” field. From this table, any blocks that are in an
economical cone will be removed during the process to leave only the records that follow
in the SQL resolution.

To reduce the SQL response time, it is important to use the blks2 table instead of the
source table blks, because, as mentioned before, this table, filled with only four selected
attributes, will reduce in size as we delete the blocks that are already in an economical cone.

2.2.3. Cones Table

This last table (Figure 4) will contain the cones, both economical and non-economical,
that are calculated per each and every block of ore, so the number of records in this table will
be greatly increased. This is why the number of fields has to be reduced to the minimum
possible so that the processing of the SQL is as fast as possible. Table 2 details each of the
attributes that make up the cones table.
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Table 2. Parameters and variables of the cones table depicted in Figure 4.

Symbol Description

bki Id of the ore block generating the cone
bkx Id of each block that is in the cone generated by the block bki
value Value of the bkx block

Therefore, if a new cone is formed by 100 blocks, 100 new records will be added to the
cones table. For example, in the two-dimensional block model in Figure 5, the ore blocks
would have an id 6 and id 7. The first cone generated would be in block id 6, and this cone
would contain the blocks id 1, id 2, id 3 and id 6 itself. The next ore block would be id 7,
and its cone would contain the blocks id 2, id 3, id 4 and id 7. Therefore, the cones table
would consist of eight records (Table 3) in the case of the example in Figure 5.
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Table 3. Example of the cones table with the two-dimensional block model in Figure 5.

bki bkx Value

6 1 Vb1
6 2 Vb2
6 3 Vb3
6 6 Vb6
7 2 Vb2
7 3 Vb3
7 4 Vb4
7 7 Vb7

Thus, a cone in the cones table is identified by the attribute bki, which is the identifier
of the ore block that generates that cone. In this way, and with some simple SQL statements,
you can select the cone generated by an ore block and query the value of that cone.

3. Implementation in PostgreSQL of the Floating Cone IV Algorithm

As mentioned above, the floating cone IV algorithm [16] will be used to explain this
methodology. The floating cone IV algorithm is a more complex floating cone algorithm
(Figure 6) and, as will be demonstrated, is able to take full advantage of the SQL JOIN
clauses described above (Figure 1).

The floating cone IV algorithm (Figure 6) is characterized by presenting two main
well-differentiated parts. In the first part of the algorithm (in Figure 6 represented with red
arrows), those cones that are positive are removed from the block model, that is, it works
like a regular floating cone algorithm. The implementation of the first part of the algorithm
will be explained in Section 3.1. The second part of the algorithm (Figure 6, shown in blue
arrows) searches for cones that, although individually not positive, comply in that the
combination of two or more overlapping cones can generate positive values (Figure 7). The
implementation of the first part of the algorithm is explained in Section 3.2.

While it could be said that the floating cone method is outdated compared with the
Lerschs–Grossmann or pseudoflow methods, this is not entirely correct, as the floating
cone method has many advantages over these latter ones. Floating cone methods are
widely regarded as robust algorithms that always provide a solution and are capable of
being quickly verified in a simple way. Furthermore, floating cone methods can be easily
programmed from scratch without the need to use external optimization libraries, as is
often the case with other methods. It is important to note that, while the Lersch–Grossmann
or pseudoflow methods provide a mathematically correct solution, sometimes it is not a
viable solution from a mining operation point of view. On the other hand, although floating
cone methods do not guarantee an optimal solution, they actually give one very close to
it, with a difference within 2% [16]. Ramp and access design, or operational constraints,
among many other factors, mean that the small differences obtained using the different
methods of calculating economical open pits are not as important in the end. It is also
important to note that the geological uncertainty far exceeds the differences obtained using
the different methods, as the acceptable precision ranges of the geological modelization
when estimating economical results vary between ±30% (conceptual study) and ±10%
(feasibility study), according to [34].

In addition, floating cone methods have greater flexibility in designing algorithms
to meet operational constraints (e.g., cones with minimum widths). For all these reasons,
floating cone methods are a valid method for use in open-pit optimization.
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Figure 7. Example of a two-dimensional block model where two negative cones give a positive cone
if studied together. While the classical floating cone algorithm does not find a positive result, the
floating cone IV algorithm obtains a final cone with a positive value.

3.1. First Part of the Algorithm

The algorithm searches for economical cones in descending order, i.e., starting from
the top level (the level with the lowest Z value) to the last level of the block model (the
level with the lowest Z value). As detailed above, the cones that are generated, whether
economical or not, are initially stored in the cones table, for which the following SQL is
executed (Algorithm 1 and Table 4):

Algorithm 1: PostgreSQL code of the first part of the floating cone IV
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Table 4. Parameters and variables of the cones table depicted in Algorithm 1.

Symbol Description

A.id Id of block A, block that can be part of a cone
A.Vb Value of block A, to be stored in the cones table as value
A.idx Coordinates of the center of block A on the x-axis
A.idy Coordinates of the center of block A on the y-axis
A.idz Coordinates of the center of block A on the z-axis
B.id Id of block B, ore block that generates a cone
B.idx Coordinates of the center of block B on the x-axis
B.idy Coordinates of the center of block B on the y-axis
B.idz Coordinates of the center of block B on the z-axis
sizeX Block sizes on the x-axis
sizeY Block sizes on the y-axis
sizeZ Block sizes on the z-axis
Zs Level under study
plusz Value that allows the cone to be moved downwards (Figure 8)
α α = 90◦ − γ

γ Overall slope angle

An important point when generating the floating cone is where the apex of the cone
is located. This issue is rarely mentioned in the literature. For this implementation, the
variable “plusz” has been created. This variable allows for the movement of the cone down
a distance with respect to the center of the block to take into account that, if the center of
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the block is considered the cone apex, the whole ore block could not be mined; an option to
do so would be to consider plusz = sizeZ/2 (Figure 8) as the new apex position.
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Figure 8. Two-dimensional graphical representation of the cone generation described in Algorithm 1.
The parameters used for the calculation of the cone are explained in Table 4 and in Equations (2)–(4).

The first selection (referred to as LEFT or A) will select all blocks in the blks2 table
(Figure 3) that are at the same level or higher than the level under study (Zs) (Figure 9A),
for this purpose: A = (SELECT * FROM blks2 WHERE idz >= Zs), line 3 of Algorithm 1.
The second selection (termed RIGHT or B) will select the ore blocks (Vb >0) from the blks2
table that are at the study level (Figure 9B), i.e., B = (SELECT * FROM blk2 WHERE Vb > 0
AND idz = Zs), line 4 of Algorithm 1.

The logical condition for the union of A and B is the selection of the blocks of A that
belong to the cones of the blocks of B (Figure 9C). To determine the blocks that are located
inside a cone, two angles are taken into account; on one hand, an angle complementary to
the overall slope angle γ. This angle is called α. The second angle β is the angle shaped
by the segment formed by joining the centers of the block that creates the cone (block B)
and any block (block A) with respect to the z-axis, i.e., the vertical (Figures 8 and 10). In
such a way, those blocks of selection A that form an angle β ≤ α belong to the cone. The
calculation of angle β can be expressed as follows:

β = atan
(

H
V

)
(2)

where:
H =

2
√
((A.idx − B.idx) ∗ sizex)2 + ((A.idy − B.idy) ∗ sizey)2 (3)

V = (A.idz − B.idz) ∗ sizez + plusz (4)
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Figure 9. Two-dimensional block model: (A) graphical representation of the LEFT or A selection,
selects all the blocks of the blks2 table that are at the same level or higher than the level under study
(Zs); (B) graphical representation of the RIGHT or B selection, selects the mineral blocks (Vb > 0) of
the blks2 table that are at the level Zs; (C) graphical representation of the final result of SQL.

Equations (2)–(4) are defined graphically in Figures 8 and 10. This equation is trans-
formed into the code of line 5 of Algorithm 1, which expresses the logical condition of
belonging to the cone and transforming the angle to degrees.

In this way, each mineral block of the selection RIGHT or B takes from the selection
LEFT or A the blocks that are inside its cone. The id of B, the ore block that generates the
cone, is stored in the cones table in the field bki, which is repeated in all the block records
in that cone. The id and value of the blocks of the A selection are stored in the cones table
in the fields bkx and Vb, respectively.

Once all the cones of a level have been added to the cones table, and before moving
to the next level, the cones are evaluated for a positive value. Thanks to the bki field, the
blocks that make up a cone can be quickly selected. Those blocks that are a part of an
economical cone will be removed from the cones table and from the blks2 table and will be
marked in the blks table with the value pout = 1. If any cone is detected at this stage as
economical, the algorithm will start again at the first level looking for economical cones,
since, as explained by the floating cone IV method, by removing blocks, some previously
uneconomical cones may now be economical.

Once a level has been completed, the next level down is passed, repeating the process
until the last level of the block model is reached. At this point, the first part of the floating
cone IV algorithm is finished, i.e., all the blocks that are in any economical cone have been
removed from the block model.
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3.2. Second Part of the Algorithm

At this stage of the algorithm, only the cones with a negative value will remain in the
cones table. The second part of the algorithm searches for combinations of two or more
cones that share blocks and can generate a positive value. Following a strict descending
order, the algorithm looks for, at the same level or higher, all the cones that share blocks with
the “cone under study” and that fulfill the condition that the value of the cone, removing
the blocks it shares with the “cone under study”, is ≥0 (as explained in Figure 1, this can be
carried out with the LEFT JOIN statement where b.blks is null). Those cones that contribute
with a positive value to the “cone under study” will be joined to it, and if the value of
the “cone under study” becomes positive, it will be removed from the cones table and the
process will be repeated again from the beginning. If the cone is still negative, the algorithm
continues with the next cone until the end. When all the cones have been studied without
removing any more cones from the set, the process is finished. All the blocks that have
been removed from the block model will form the ultimate pit limit. The SQL syntax of
this second part is presented in Algorithm 2 and Table 5.
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Algorithm 2: PostgreSQL code of the second part of the floating cone IV
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Table 5. Parameters and variables of the cones table depicted in Algorithm 2.

Symbol Description

vvale Value of the cone
Bki = i Block forming the “cone under study”
bkx Id of each block that is in that economical cone

idzmax Maximum id value of the level under study. Allows for the selection of the blocks
that are at that level or higher in the SQL

Algorithm 2 is explained in Figure 11, where Figure 11A represents all cones remaining
in the cones table above the idzmax level (the blocks colored with stripes belong to two
cones at a time). The red-colored blocks build the “cone under study”. The mineral block
forming the “cone under study” is defined as bki = i.

The LEFT or A selection of the LEFT JOIN clause, A = (SELECT cones.bki FROM cones
WHERE bki < idzmax AND bkx < > i), expressed in line 3 of Algorithm 2, selects all blocks
in the cones table above idzmax without selecting the “cone under study” (Figure 11B). It
selects only the bki field and not all fields in the cones table to perform the calculations as
quickly as possible. The selection RIGHT or B selects the blocks that form the “cone under
study”, i.e., the cone formed by the mineral block i (Figure 11C): B = (SELECT * FROM
cones WHERE bki = i), expressed in line 4 of Algorithm 2.

Thanks to the join condition, LOGICAL_CODE = (cones.blks = b.blks) WHERE b.blks
IS null, expressed in line 5 of Algorithm 2, only the blocks that are not in common with
the “cone under study” and that are in a cone that does share blocks with the “cone under
study” are selected (Figure 10D). That is, the “cone under study” (red color in Figure 11C)
shares blocks with two cones (blue and green colors in Figure 11B); therefore, the result of
the LEFT JOIN will be the blocks of the blue and green cones that are not shared with the
red “cone under study” and that are presented in Figure 11D.

These blocks are grouped by the field bki, expressed in line 6 of Algorithm 2; that is,
by the cone to which they belong, namely the blue ones on one side and the green ones on
the other, and the condition is added that the sum of the values of the blocks of each group
is: ≥0, GROUP BY cones.bki HAVING SUM(cones.value) ≥ 0. This way, the identifiers of
the blocks that add value to the “cone under study” are obtained. In other words, if the
sum of the values of the green blocks in Figure 11D is ≥0, they join the “cone under study”.
It is the same with the blue blocks, if the sum is ≥0, they join the “cone under study”.

Finally, we have to evaluate if the “cone under study” with the new blocks added is
positive. If it is positive, as in the first part of the algorithm, their blocks will be removed
from the cones table and from the blks2 table and will be marked in the blks table with the
value pout = 1. If it is negative, the algorithm continues with the next cone as the “cone
under study”, as marked in the algorithm in Figure 6.

When the algorithm has run through all the cones from the top to the bottom without
finding any cone junctions with a positive value, the process is finished. All the cones that
were removed from the set, marked in the blks table as pout = 1, will be the ones that shape
the ultimate pit.
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Figure 11. Two-dimensional block model where the steps of Algorithm 2 are graphically illustrated:
(A) The colored blocks represent the cones remaining in the cones table above the idzmax level (the
blocks colored with stripes belong to two cones at a time). The red-colored blocks form the “cone
under study”. The mineral block forming the “cone under study” is defined as bki = i. (B) Colored
blocks are selected by the LEFT selection clause of the LEFT JOIN clause, i.e., the cones above or at
the same level of idzmax and with bki other than i. (C) RIGHT selection, cone formed by ore block i.
(D) Blocks not in common with the “cone under study” but belonging to a cone sharing blocks with
the cone under study. If either of these block groupings, green or blue, gives a positive value, it will
join the “cone under study”.

4. Case Study

The deposit used to study the implementation described above is the Carles Au-Cu-
Mo Skarn, located in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula, approximately 45 km from
Oviedo (Spain). The study area is located in the Río Narcea gold belt, one of the most
important gold mining districts in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 12).
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The Carles deposit consists of a series of mineralizations associated with a granodiorite
intrusion [35] that fits into the lithological contact of ferruginous sandstones and carbon-
ate materials (Figure 13). The mineralizations are mainly developed as well-developed
exoskarn exploiting tectonic and stratigraphic controls [36,37]; although endoskarn has
been recorded, it is in the minority [38]. The maximum thickness of the mineralizations is
approximately 50 m, but they can decrease sharply and even disappear completely, giving
way to unmineralized marble (Figure 13) [38]. The main metallic minerals found in the
deposit are magnetite, chalcopyrite, bornite, arsenopyrite, loellingite, pyrite, pyrrhotite
and molybdenite. Gold is found as free gold and electrum, and occasionally as petzite and
calaverite [37]. The Carles deposit (Carles N and Carles E, Figure 13) was exploited by Río
Narcea Gold Mines S.A. by open-pit mining from 1998 to 2003, and from 2003 to 2006 by
underground mining. Mining activity was resumed as underground mining in 2011, and
continues to the present day by Orvana Minerals Corp.

For the case study, the Carles N orebody was modeled in three-dimensional form
prior to mining (Figure 14). The orebody modeled is a quasi-tabular body with a southeast–
northwest direction following the contact between the graniodiorite and the carbonate unit
and dipping between 55◦ and 60◦ to the north. The orebody has a lateral continuity of
approximately 425 m; vertically, it is much more irregular, with vertical continuity ranging
from 370 m to 80 m. The body thickness decreases in depth from 25 to 30 m at surface
height to 8 m in the lower levels. This modelization was developed from a database with a
total of 87 drillholes (11,712.68 m). All drillhole information used in this study is available
for free download at https://www.recmin.com/. Both the orebody modeling and the
three-dimensional block model calculation were performed using freeware RecMin Free.

The mining domain is discretized using (Figure 15) 10 × 10 × 10 m blocks, totaling
75,138 blocks. The interpolation method is anisotropic inverse distance weighting with a
quadratic exponent (IDW2). When generating the three-dimensional block model, neither
space nor geological constraints were considered in order to have a large block model
for comparative testing. Similarly, in the case of the calculation of the ultimate pit limit,
ideal conditions of Au price, costs and recoveries were considered; i.e., they were not the
actual conditions and their only purpose was to obtain comparable results using both
methods. The entire area used for the calculations is currently mined by both open-pit
and underground mining. In other words, although this study was carried out using
actual drillhole data, and the three-dimensional block model was calculated with the

https://www.recmin.com/
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utmost rigor, it is only an academic exercise and should not be considered as a study for
economical purposes.
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Figure 15. Three-dimensional representation of the ultimate pit calculated with RecMin Pro software.
The parameters for the calculation of the ultimate pit limit are shown in Table 5. The size of the blocks
is 10 × 10 × 10 m.

Two calculations were carried out for the comparison: the first calculation was per-
formed using RecMin Free software using the floating cone algorithm programmed in
VisualStudio.Net. The second calculation employed the floating cone IV method using.
ProsgresSQL, as seen in this paper. The software utilized for the implementation and
calculations was RecMin Pro, the evolution of RecMin Free currently under development.
The same block model has been used for both calculations. The parameters used in the
calculation of the economical open pit were as follows: 50◦ slope, mining cost USD 2/t,
plant cost USD 10/t, recovery 95% and selling price USD 60/g, so the internal cut-off grade
was 0.164 g/t and the cut-off breakeven was 0.211 g/t.

As can be seen in Table 6, the floating cone IV algorithm, when executed using
SQL, shows a huge improvement from hours to minutes in computation time. For the
calculations, we used an MSI computer with an i7 processor, 32 GB RAM, SSD solid disk,
4 GB graphics card and PostgreSQL 14 installed in local mode, which is a relatively common
computer setup.
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Table 6. Results obtained using the different methods.

Data Floating Cone Floating Cone IV (SQL)

Total no. of blocks 75,138 75,138
No. of pit blocks 36,782 37,078

Pit weight (t) 92,308,600.00 92,941,800.00
Ore weight (t) 33,336,000.00 33,519,000.00

Waste weight (t) 58,97,600.00 59,422,800.00
Ratio 1.769 1.773

Average ore grade (g/t) 0.983 0.981
Metal (g) 32,771,288.00 32,883,815.00

Calculation time 14 min 24 s 9 min 16 s

As can be seen in Table 6, the computation time obtained using the SQL method is
significantly lower than that obtained with the classical programming method (approxi-
mately 35% lower). It is important to keep in mind that the floating cone IV algorithm is
a much more complex algorithm than the traditional floating cone algorithm. As shown
above, the floating cone IV algorithm comprises two major parts or loops. The first part is
the classic floating cone algorithm, while the second part consists of a thorough search for
negative-valued cones to obtain a positive-valued cone. That is, by using SQL, significantly
more complex algorithms can be executed with better computation times.

5. Conclusions

Throughout this paper, we have shown how the floating cone optimization algorithm
adapts to SQL. In this new methodology, the recursive path of traditional programming is
replaced with a system of queries to the database using SQL. This novel approach in the
industry allows numerous lines of code to be eliminated from the various loops, resulting
in higher computational speed, as shown above in the case study.

The great advances in the management and processing of large databases have opened
up not only the possibility of changing the method of relating calculations with block
models to the database, but also the possibility of developing new work schemes, for
example, implementing the methodology proposed in this paper in a client/server model.
The client/server architecture would allow the calculations to be carried out on an external
server; in this scheme, only the work orders would circulate through the network, but not
the transit of data between tables. In this case, the capacity and speed of the server would
be mainly responsible for the calculation speed.

SQL is often seen as an inflexible and unfriendly programming language and is quickly
dismissed in favor of other programming languages. While this may seem true at first, after
a thorough and detailed study of SQL, one can see that it is a very flexible and powerful
tool. It is important to bear in mind that, although the SQL syntax is relatively similar
among the main RDBMS, each one has characteristics that are important to consider in
terms of optimizing the calculation times, especially in calculations that may contain tables
with tens of millions of tuples (rows).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated how SQL works as a very powerful tool allowing
the execution of complex algorithms that work with databases of three-dimensional block
models obtaining great results. Although, in this paper, this methodology has been applied
to a floating-cone-style algorithm, it can also be applied to many other algorithms whose
objective is to search a database for records that meet certain conditions.
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